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MISSION

LUES
AND VA

Mission:

To work and interact with young people to promote respect for differences and to engage in dialogue to build
an environment free of discrimination and bullying.

Values:

Based on the philosophy of human rights, our organization defends the universal and inalienable values of
freedom, equality and justice.

Our approach:

Our work in educating young people and raising their awareness promotes a greater understanding of their
responsibility when facing different forms of intolerance in their environment (racism, sexism, homophobia,
intimidation, etc.).
By developing critical thinking and student involvement, our Caravans and Imprint Projects encourage young
people to question the ethical issues of “living together”, to find solutions and implement actions that promote
respect for diversity.

Our client base:

Each year, we come into contact with 25,000 young people from 9 to 18 years of age in public and private,
French- and English-language, elementary and high schools across Quebec and elsewhere in Canada.

AWARDS

N
AND RECOGNITIO

Finalist of the PRIX ENSEMBLE CONTRE L’INTIMIDATION, Government of Quebec, 2015
RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS AWARD remitted by the Commission des droits de la personne et de la jeunesse, 2010
PEACE MEDAL from the YMCAs of Quebec, 2010
AWARD OF EXCELLENCE (HONOURABLE MENTION) from the Canadian Race Relations Foundation, 2005
ANNE-GREENUP AWARD, Ministry of Immigration and Cultural Communities, 2005
AWARD presented by L’ACADÉMIE QUÉCOISE DU THÉÂTRE : MASQUE DES ENFANTS TERRIBLES, 2004
CONDORCET-ARON INTERNATIONAL AWARD, 2004
IBM CANADA VIRAGE AWARD FOR SOCIAL INNOVATION, 2002
JACQUES-COUTURE AWARD, Ministry of Immigration and Cultural Communities, 1997

ENSEMBLE for the respect of diversity
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A few words from the Chairman of the Board of Directors
and the Executive Director
WORK

Y THAN EVER.
R
A
S
S
E
C
E
N
E
R
O
M

More necessary than ever. This is how our partners, schools and the community qualify our work in the field
among young people to build a more open and inclusive society. The elementary and high school students we
meet every day live in a world that has recently witnessed an increase in heinous acts and physical, verbal,
racial, gender-based and homophobic violence.
Our work is more necessary than ever. This is why we have raised the awareness of more than 31,000 young
people and engaged in dialogue focusing on respect for differences and inclusion. We have extended our services
to new provinces: Ontario, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and British Columbia. We have forged new ties with
numerous financial partners, departments and ministries.
Our work is more necessary than ever. We have reaffirmed our leadership in education by creating new projects
and updating our existing workshops to better reflect ever-changing needs and current realities. Our team of
animators and project leaders are central to our work. Their actions within schools play a decisive role in the
lives of thousands of young people, their devotion and creativity are an inspiration for all and they are the soul
that embodies our mission.
Our work is more necessary than ever. To carry it out, we can rely on the active cooperation of members of the
Board of Directors, the Board of Governors, working committees and task forces. They constitute a considerable
asset to ENSEMBLE’s achievements and the assurance of its stability, not only through the strategic
management they provide to the organization but through their concrete assistance during different activities.
We also want to extend our warm thanks to everyone, in the public and private sectors, who financially support
ENSEMBLE and who enable us to fulfill our mission. We are privileged to be able to rely on your continued
support and it is our firm intention to continue to merit it.
On behalf of the tens of thousands of students and teachers with whom we work every year, we wish to express
our gratitude.
Let’s work together to respect diversity. It is more necessary than ever.

Sébastien Barangé
Chairman of the Board

ENSEMBLE for the respect of diversity

François Caron-Melançon
Executive Director
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2016-2017,

TSH
IN A NU

ELL

CARAVANS, INTERACTIVE WORKSHOPS
We raised the awareness
of

32,268

young people

We animated

We visited

954 workshops

126 schools

IMPRINT PROJECTS, YOUTH MOBILIZING PROGRAM
We involved

We set up

We created

122 young people

11 Imprint

74 Imprint

in Imprint committees

committees

We generated the participation of 18,485

actions in schools

students in our Imprint actions

ACHIEVEMENTS:
• Participation in Forum jeunesse de Montréal
(Youth Forum in Montreal);

• Participation in International Day of Peace
activities;

• Participation in Sommet Jeunesse 375 Montréal;

• Presentation of a booth as part of the symposium
of the First Nations Education Council, Laval
University;

• Presentation of the Imprint project at the Equitas
scholarship evening, Let’s talk about rights;

• Presentation of our workshops to stakeholders,
citizens and representatives of Anjou community
organizations;

• Presentation of a workshop and information booth
at the Dialogue for Life of the First Nations and
Inuit of Quebec Suicide Prevention Association;

• Welcomed the delegation of the Wallonia-Brussels
Federation Youth Council;

• Attendance at the CSQ Brundtland Green
symposium and round table on “les actions à
prendre de promouvoir le vivre-ensemble” (actions
to take to promote living together);

• Presentation of a workshop on bullying to the
representative of UNESCO Schools;

• Presentation of an information booth at the
Exhibitors’ Hall of the Association des professeurs
d’éthique et culture religieuse du Québec;

ENSEMBLE for the respect of diversity

• Participation in activities and meetings of the
Tools for Peace Network;
• Member of the Roundtable on Systemic Racism.
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D
SCHOOLS VISITE

IN 2015-2016

Quebec
Abitibi-Témiscamingue
École secondaire Amik-Wiche
National Capital Region
Collège Saint-Charles-Garnier
École secondaire Donnacona
École secondaire Les Compagnons-de-Cartier
St. Patrick’s High School
Central Quebec
Cégep de Saint-Hyacinthe
École secondaire Marie-Rivier
Eastern Townships
Alexander Galt Regional High School
École des aventuriers
Gaspésie
Polyvalente Mgr. de Sévigny
Lanaudière
École Otapi
École primaire de Charlemagne
École secondaire Le Prélude (Mascouche)
École secondaire Thérèse-Martin
Laurentians
Académie Sainte-Thérèse
École Sacré-Coeur de St-Donat

École secondaire Cap-Jeunesse
École secondaire des Hauts Sommets
Polyvalente des Monts
Polyvalente St-Jérôme
Rosemère High School
Laval
École d’éducation internationale de Laval
Montérégie
Académie des Sacrés-Coeurs
École d’éducation internationale
École secondaire André-Laurendeau
École secondaire de la Cité-des-Jeunes
École secondaire du Chêne-Bleu
École secondaire Jacques-Rousseau
École secondaire Ozias-Leduc
École secondaire St-Jean-Baptiste
École du Grand Coteau
Massey-Vanier High School
Westwood Junior High School
Montreal

Collège Sainte-Anne de Lachine
École primaire Beaconsfield
École primaire Dollard-des-Ormeaux
École primaire St-Gérard
École primaire Wilfrid-Bastien
École Robert-Gravel
École secondaire Calixa-Lavallée
École secondaire Cavelier de LaSalle
École secondaire Daniel-Johnson
École secondaire Dorval-Jean-XXIII
École secondaire Henri-Bourassa
École secondaire Jean-Grou
École secondaire Jeanne-Mance
École secondaire La Voie
École secondaire Louis-Joseph-Papineau
École secondaire Paul-Gérin-Lajoied’Outremont
École secondaire Saint-Georges
École secondaire Saint-Laurent
Lauren Hill Junior High School
Pensionnat Saint-Nom-de-Marie
Royal West Academy
St-Gabriel Elementary School

Beechwood elementary school
Centre François-Michelle
Collège Jean de Brébeuf
Collège Jean-Eudes
Collège Mont-Saint-Louis
Collège Régina Assumpta

École secondaire de l’Île
École secondaire Mont Bleu

École secondaire Jules-Vernes
École Victor-Brodeur
L’école du pacifique

Polyvalente Louis-Mailloux
Polyvalente Roland-Pépin
Polyvalente W.-Arthur-Losier

Outaouais

Other provinces
British Columbia
École André Piolat
École Anne-Hébert
École au-cœur-de-l’île
École Côte du soleil
École de L’Anse-aux-sables
École des navigateurs
École des Pionniers-de-Maillardville
École Gabrielle-Roy
École Mer-et-Montagne

ENSEMBLE for the respect of diversity

New Brunswick
Carrefour Beau soleil
Centre d’accueil des nouveaux arrivants
Centre scolaire Samuel-de-Champlain
Ecole aux Quatre-Vents
Ecole secondaire Assomption
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Ontario
Ecole Catholique Pape François
Ecole élémentaire et secondaire publique
Maurice-Lapointe
Ecole secondaire Omer-Deslauriers
Ecole Secondaire Publique de La Salle
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Schools participating in the 2016-2017 Imprint project
École secondaire André-Laurendeau
École secondaire Calixa-Lavallée
École secondaire Daniel-Johnson
École secondaire de la Cité-des-Jeunes

École secondaire du Chêne-Bleu
École secondaire Jacques-Rousseau
École secondaire Jean-Grou
École secondaire La Voie

École secondaire Le Prélude
École secondaire Paul-Gérin-Lajoie
d’Outremont
École secondaire Saint-Jean-Baptiste

Special elementary school project to welcome refugees:
École primaire Dollard-des-Ormeaux

Extended Imprint family (remote participation)
École secondaire Otapi de Manawan
École Au-cœur-de-l’île, Comox,
British Columbia

ENSEMBLE for the respect of diversity

École Pionniers-de-Maillardville,
Port Coquitlam, British Columbia
École Jules-Verne, Vancouver,
British Columbia
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École Victor-Brodeur, Victoria,
British Columbia
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BENEFIT

COCKTA
I

2016-2017

L

Last June 13th, ENSEMBLE for the respect of diversity held its annual fundraising cocktail at Château Saint-Ambroise
in Montreal. The Luminescence event took place under the honourary chairmanship of Sébastien Barangé of
CGI and Jean-Pierre Desrosiers of PSB Boisjoli.

$72,385
raised

148

tickets sold

12

sponsors

The event was a resounding success surpassing its funding objective. As a result of the funds raised during the
evening, the Tolerance Caravan, the interactive workshop of ENSEMBLE for the respect of diversity, will be able to
visit approximately 7,000 Quebec students in their classrooms. Every year, we offer our guests a quality event, all
while efficiently controlling expenses. The majority of revenue from this event is invested directly in our services
for youth. This year, 86% of our revenue was put towards our activities on the ground.
The organization wishes to thank the evening’s honourary committee, sponsors, donors and all participants.

Sponsorships
Diamond Sponsors

Donors
($1,000 and more)
> Mitzi & Mel Dobrin Family
Foundation

Honourary chairs:

> Investissement Québec

Jean-Pierre Desrosiers,
PSB Boisjoli

> Pierre Boivin
> CANDEREL
Silver Sponsors

Sébastien Barangé, CGI

Honourary Committee
members:
Marie-Christine Blain,
DuProprio

National Bank
Dentons Canada L.L.P.
DuProprio
Groupe Leclair
Le Diplomate Audiovisuel
Morin Relations Publiques
Norton Rose Fulbright
Société Génerale Capital
Canada Inc.
Stikeman Elliott

Patrick Grosjean, PSB Boisjoli
Pierre B. Côté, Borden Ladner
Gervais
Lyne Gagné, Aon Risk Solutions
Brenda Gewurz, Proment
Honourable Marc Gold, Senate
of Canada
François Morin, Morin Relations
Publiques

Bronze Sponsor

Louise Roy, Chancellor,
University of Montreal

Groupe financier Botica

ENSEMBLE for the respect of diversity

Honourary
Committee
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2015-2016
IE
JO
A
-L
IN
R
É
G
L
U
PA
AWARD FOR DIVERSITY
The 2016-2017 Paul-Gérin-Lajoie Award for Diversity was remitted at ENSEMBLE’s annual fundraising cocktail
held this past June 13th at Château Saint-Ambroise.

Recipient
NATHALIE BONDIL,

Director and Chief Curator of the Montreal Museum
of Fine Arts.
Chosen for her many initiatives to promote inclusion
and integration, Ms. Bondil gives the Museum a
human dimension and engaged vision. Recognized
for her openness, she has developed a social and
educational mission at the Museum.

(Sébastien Barangé and Jean-Pierre Desrosiers, Honourary co-presidents of the event,
with the laureate, Nathalie Bondil)

Past winners:

THE PAUL-GÉRIN-LAJOIE AWARD FOR
DIVERSITY, IN A NUTSHELL

2015-2016 (7th annual award)
Rima Elkouri, author and columnist
Samian, rapper and artist

Created in 2009, this award recognizes the outstanding
contribution by a prominent figure who promotes
humanistic values, human rights and tolerance, who
fights discrimination and builds closer ties among
people of all origins.

2014-2015 (6th annual award)
Oliver Jones, jazz musician
2013-2014 (5th annual award)
Kim Thúy, romance novelist

This award is named after Paul Gérin-Lajoie, a former
Quebec Minister of Education and an eminent figure
who played a crucial role in some of the most important
transformations that continue to shape Quebec’s
society. The values associated with tolerance are
passed on through education and through ENSEMBLE’s
work in schools.

2012-2013 (4th annual award)
Dany Turcotte, public figure
2011-2012 (3rd annual award)
Maxime Collard, student, Isabelle Marchand, his mother
2010-2011 (2nd annual award)
Father Emmett “Pops” Johns, dedicated to helping
street kids
2009-2010 (1st annual award)
Dr. Gilles Julien, founder of social pediatric centers

ENSEMBLE for the respect of diversity
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TIONS
YOUR DONA

AT WORK!

All donations received, regardless of the amount, help us pursue our mission and, together with young people,
build a more open, tolerant and inclusive society.

$100

$500

1 high school class
receives a Tolerance
Caravan workshop

5 classes receive
a Tolerance Caravan
workshop

$5,000

$10,000

Funds the Grand
Rassemblement that
assembles 120 Imprint
project youth

Funds a 3-day
Imprint training
camp for
120 participants

$1,000

Our Tolerance
Caravan visits
1 school

$25,000

2 schools benefit
from our Imprint
project for a full
school year

$50,000

4 schools benefit
from our Imprint
project for a full
school year

How can you support our mission?
If you share our values and think highly of our mission, here is how you can support us:
> You can make a donation online through CanaDon by visiting our website at: www.ensemble-rd.com/faire-un-don
> You can also send us a cheque made to the order of ENSEMBLE pour le respect de la diversité,

180 René-Lévesque Blvd. East, Suite 420, Montreal, Quebec H2X 1N6

> Or, you can contact us to make a transaction by telephone at 514 842-4848

Registered charity number: BN 892419946 RR 0001
For information on our new developments, you can subscribe to our Newsletter by e-mailing us at info@ensemble-rd.com
Stay connected to our mission through social media:
@EnsembleRD
EnsembleRD

ENSEMBLE for the respect of diversity

Thank you to all our donors!
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S
FINANCIAL PARTNER

2016-2017

$50,000 and more:

From $5,000 to $24,999:

From $1,000 to $4,999:

Subsidies

An-Lap Vo-Dignard Foundation

Canderel

Canadian Heritage

TD Bank

The Azrieli Foundation

Status of Women Canada

Dym Family Foundation

Fondation Dépanneur du Coin

Dworkin Foundation

Pierre Boivin

Ministry of Immigration, Diversity and
Inclusion

Hydro-Québec

Blema & Arnold Steinberg Foundation

Stephen & Lillian Vineberg Family
Foundation

Investissement Québec

Brian Bronfman Family Foundation

Lewis Dobrin

City of Montreal – Agreement with the
Ministry of Immigration, Diversity and
Inclusion (MIDI)
Quebec Ministry of Justice, Office for the
fight against homophobia

CN

Secrétariat à la jeunesse du Québec

Fondation Jeunesse-Vie
Maxwell Cummings Family Foundation
Zeller Family Foundation

ENSEMBLE for the respect of diversity
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OUR ACT
ION

IN THE FIELD

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CARAVAN
Living together and anti-bullying caravan for 9-11 year olds
(Grades 4, 5 and 6)
The Elementary School Caravan is a comprehensive
anti-bullying and living together program intended to
identify, prevent and stand up to bullying.
The program is comprised of three workshops:
WORKSHOP 1: I AM ASSERTIVE: Students learn to understand and develop assertiveness, examine concepts of
self-respect and respect for others and further learn to put this self-assertiveness into practice in different
situations.
WORKSHOP 2: I AM EMPATHETIC: Students learn to understand and develop empathy and apply this skill in a
context of diversity.
WORKSHOP 3: LET’S TALK ABOUT BULLYING!: Students learn how to recognize bullying in its various forms.
They learn the role they play as witnesses and the power they have to stand up to bullying. Students also learn
the importance of speaking out, stepping in and putting into practice the social skills acquired during other
anti-bullying workshops.

POST WORKSHOP RESULTS OF A STUDENT SURVEY:

59+36+41
I intend to act in my environment
to prevent bullying
No
4.05%

Neutral
36.16%

ENSEMBLE for the respect of diversity

N/A
1.31%

Statistics:

15 schools
99 workshops
835 students

Yes
58.49%
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Violence and bullying at school – 12 to 14 year olds
(Grades 7 and 8)
This Caravan for 12 to 14 year olds is a unique awareness activity focused on the issues of violence and bullying
at school. By creating a space where students can speak openly, the workshop aims to equip and mobilize them
to take a stand against violence and bullying in their school.
Rather than using a traditional approach focused on the victim and the bully, our workshop concentrates on the
key role of witnesses and what they can do to curb bullying.
TOPICS ADDRESSED DURING THE WORKSHOPS:
• Prejudices and labelling
• Empathy and pro-social behaviour
• Types and prevalence of violence in schools
• Bullying
• On-line violence (cyber-aggression)
• Power of witnesses

POST WORKSHOP RESULTS OF A STUDENT SURVEY:

78+11+
I intend to act in my school
to reduce violence

Statistics:

No
11.2%

77 schools
801 workshops
19,352 students

Neutral
11.1%

Yes
77.8%

ENSEMBLE for the respect of diversity
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Tolerance Caravan - Diversity, Equality and Discrimination – 15 to
17 year olds (Grades 9, 10 and 11)
This workshop introduces students to the issue of equality by exploring various forms of discrimination
related to racism, sexism and homophobia. After defining certain key concepts (race, sex, gender and sexual
orientation), we shed light on the inequalities of power between majority and minority identity traits, while
encouraging students to deconstruct the stereotypes that fuel varying forms of oppression found within
society. By using concrete examples, the workshop sheds light on the effects of prejudice, such as social and
racial profiling, as well as direct, indirect and systemic discrimination. Finally, we emphasize the importance of
defending the right to equality enshrined in the Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms.
TOPICS ADDRESSED:
• Stereotypes and prejudices
• Identity and otherness
• Intolerance and oppression
• Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms
• Massive discrimination and genocide
• Better living together
• Equality, justice and solidarity

According to the students, the most prevalent forms of
intolerance in schools are:

50

The most widespread forms of intolerance
according to students

Statistics:

40
30

36%
29%

20

23%
12%

10
0

Homophobia

Racism

ENSEMBLE for the respect of diversity

Sexism

43 schools
294 workshops
7,242 students

Religion
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Sexual Diversity and Homophobia Caravan – 15 to 17 year olds
(Grades 9, 10 and 11)
This workshop encourages students to critically reflect on sexual diversity, heterosexism and homophobia.
After defining certain notions related to sexual diversity, facilitators address the issue of heteronormativity
through an activity on heterosexual “privileges”. Students then explore the manifestations of homophobia and
transphobia in terms of ideas (myths, stereotypes) as well as attitudes and behaviours (insults, discomfort,
rejection, discrimination). Lastly, we provide a historical overview of homophobic discrimination and the LGBTQ
movement for equality through an interactive game before concluding on how to create an open and inclusive
school for all.
TOPICS ADDRESSED:
• Heteronormativity
• Stereotypes and prejudices
• Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms
• Homophobia
• Transphobia
• LGBTQ Movement

POST WORKSHOP RESULTS OF A STUDENT SURVEY:

91+9
I am more aware of homophobia and
I will take a stand against prejudice
and discrimination:

Statistics:

No
8.71%

16 schools
63 workshops
1,644 students

Yes
91.29%

NEW

PROGRAM

New program, thanks to funding from the Office for the fight against homophobia of the
Quebec Ministry of Justice, we have been able to give this workshop in 11 indigenous schools
(Atikamekw and Innu).

ENSEMBLE for the respect of diversity
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Gender, Sexism and Sexual Harassment - 15 to 17 year olds
(Grades 9, 10 and 11)
This workshop encourages students to reflect on issues related to sex, gender and sexism. After shedding light
on gender inequality and defining some key concepts (sex, gender and sexism), facilitators address the issue
of the social construction of gender inequalities as well as the causes and manifestations of sexism. Students
are then asked to reflect on the effects of gender norms on individuals as well as within romantic relationships.
Finally, through the use of interactive scenarios (forum theatre) we encourage students to recognize sexual
harassment situations and understand the importance of consent.
TOPICS ADDRESSED:
• Gender inequality
• Sexism
• Stereotypes and gender norms
• Double standards
• Sexual violence and consent
• Women’s movement

POST WORKSHOP RESULTS OF A STUDENT SURVEY:

I am more aware of the problem
of sexism and I will take a stand
against gender inequality.

94+5+1
No
4.93%

N/A
0.71%

Statistics:

12 schools
116 workshops
3,260 students

Yes
94.36%

ENSEMBLE for the respect of diversity
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PRO
NEW

Tiered Project – 15 to 17 year olds
(Grades 9, 10 and 11)

JECT

Intended for senior students, the objective of the new Tiered Project is to promote youth inclusion and living
together by furthering respect for equality and diversity, a key requirement to developing a sense of belonging
in Quebec’s society.
During this three-phase project, students will be encouraged to reflect on issues related to cultural diversity
and to their concrete involvement by participating in a mobilizing project that will have a positive impact on
intercultural school relations.
PHASE 1: CULTURAL DIVERSITY AND
DISCRIMINATION WORKSHOP
In this first 75-minute interactive workshop, our team
will invite students to reflect on issues related to
cultural and religious diversity by deconstructing the
prejudices and stereotypes that fuel different types of
racism, in particular, Islamophobia. We will also address
the manifestations of racism, especially, racial profiling
and discrimination (direct, indirect or systemic) while
reminding students about the importance of defending
the right to equal treatment enshrined in the Quebec
Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms.
PHASE 2: IDENTITY AND INCLUSION WORKSHOP
In this second 75-minute interactive workshop, our team will invite students to explore issues related to identity
and living together in order to better understand the nature of intercultural relations and to appreciate the value
of cultural diversity. By showing a video on the reality of cultural communities, we will invite them to develop
a pluralist and inclusive vision of identity based on sharing common values (similarities) and respecting
diversity (differences) in a spirit of openness and exchange.
PHASE 3: TIERED ACTION
The workshops serve as a platform to invite interested students to set up a temporary committee to carry out a
mobilizing action in their school. The topic of this action will be living together in a pluralist society. This phase,
in the form of four lunch hour meetings, will first be based on discussion then on preparation of the action
chosen by the students and, finally, its achievement at the end of the week.
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POST WORKSHOP RESULTS OF A STUDENT SURVEY:

95+5

I am more aware of the problem of intolerance
as it relates to different religions and
I will take a stand against prejudice.

Statistics:

No
5.25%

5 schools
86 workshops
1,219 students

Yes
94.75%

Student comments:
“Je l’ai aimé parce que j’ai senti que je suis dans mon pays et que la loi est toujours avec moi”
(classe d’accueil)
“Très éducatif sincèrement c’est le premier atelier où j’en sors plus instruit. Je vois un peu les choses
différemment.”
“C’était vraiment bien, dynamique, drôle, charismatique, bien présenté et vulgarisé, atelier plaisant avec les
activités .”
“Très intéressant. Continuez à faire ça svp. Ça aide vraiment plus que vous pensez.”

This project is made possible thanks to funding from the Ministry of Immigration, Diversity and Inclusion.
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IMPRINT

PROJETCS

The Imprint project is a program to support and supervise high school student committees. Its goal is to take
concrete steps to promote respect for diversity, to further ‘better living together’ and to empower young people in
creating a more open, safe and inclusive school. Led by an ENSEMBLE project leader, Imprint committee youth
act throughout the year as a catalyst for a positive change in their school by developing awareness and
mobilization activities.

122 young

people participated

in the committees

74 actions

11 committees

were undertaken
in the schools

were set up

18,485

students

participated in our
actions

Training Camp
From January 20 to 22, 2017, 106 students had the opportunity to attend the annual Imprint training camp. They
were able to take part in creative workshops, information lectures, participation activities and discussion
sessions in order to find solutions to the violence existing not only in their schools but in society as well.
In the different workshops, they dealt with issues
pertaining to living together, cultural, sexual and
religious diversity, violence against girls and sexism,
bullying and cyberstalking.
In addition to these activities, our animation team
made up an array of games, activities and workshops:
communication activities, creative hand-made
ecological sanitary napkins, game of privilege, boat
keepsakes, workshop on the effects of pornography,
interactive workshop on diversity and several fun
activities to promote socializing among students from
different backgrounds.

Grand rassemblement (Rally)
The goal of this event is to assemble all the students who took part in Imprint and Indelible Imprint projects in
order to review their year of commitment. This is the time for group feedback on the actions undertaken
throughout the year, to underscore positive and less positive aspects, to share their experiences with students
from other schools. It also gives students who developed relationships with students from other schools the
opportunity to reconnect.
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Projects on respect for diversity
TOPICS ADDRESSED:

SAMPLE ACTIONS:

• Living together

• Poster campaign

• Peace

• Big wheel quiz

• Solidarity

• Booth

• Racism

• Stickers

• Homophobia

• Carnival

• Fight against bullying

Imprint projects, images:

This project was made possible thanks to funding from the City of Montreal and the Ministry of Immigration,
Diversity and Inclusion.
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Projects on sexism and violence against girls
Indelible projects
The Indelible Imprint project is a program that supports and supervises high school student committees as they
take concrete actions against forms of violence against young girls and increase youth power by creating a
healthy, save and egalitarian school.
The purpose of the project is to raise student, school and school board awareness and equip them to prevent
sexism and violence against young girls.
TOPICS ADDRESSED:

SAMPLE ACTIONS:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sexism
Equality
Harassment
Aggression
Double standards
Consent
Violence in romantic relationships

Mural
Invisible theatre
Photo booth
Poster campaign
Giant games
Big wheel quiz
Booth
Stickers
Carnival

This project was made possible thanks to funding from Status of Women Canada
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Citizen Imprint projects

NEW

S

T
PROJEC

The goal of the Citizen Imprint Project is to expand the body of Imprint Projects throughout the different
regions of Canada. Encouraged by the success of our projects, we hope to further propose that schools integrate
our youth support and mobilization program.
As a result of this project, we have been able to visit schools in New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Ontario and
Quebec.
The new Citizen Imprint project is intended to promote youth inclusion and better living together by
encouraging respect for diversity and equality. The first year of the project is divided into two activities, namely
a workshop on better living together and diversity followed by the formation of a committee that will comprise
an initial Imprint, that is to say, it will utilize its new-found knowledge to take a mobilizing action in line with
respect for diversity in a pluralist society.
TOPICS ADDRESSED:

SAMPLE ACTIONS:

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Stereotypes and prejudices
Discrimination
Racism
Linguistic minority
School violence

Poster campaign
Identity relay race
Big wheel quiz
Booth
Survey

Student comments:
“Projet que l’on devrait faire plus souvent !!! ”
“J’en ai appris beaucoup sur la discrimination et les
nombreuses façons qu’une personne peut se sentir
discriminée”
“J’ai adoré cette activité, je crois sincèrement que nous
avons réussi à sensibiliser énormément de gens. Merci
beaucoup !”
“J’ai beaucoup appris cette semaine et j’ai aimé
l’expérience ! ”
“C’était bien, mais plus de temps”
“Très bien organisé, bon travail d’équipe, très populaire”
“Je serais intéressée à faire partie d’un comité l’année prochaine.”

This project was made available thanks to funding by Heritage Canada.
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EXCERPTS F
ROM

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

This data is compiled from the financial statements of ENSEMBLE for the respect of diversity for the 2016–2017 fiscal year ended
June 30, 2017. They have been audited by Tremblay Guertin CPA Inc., Corporation of chartered professional accountants.
Please contact ENSEMBLE to obtain a copy of the complete financial statements.

Income statement
Year ended June 30, 2017

Revenues		2017		2016
Corporate donations
$
Grant - Canadian Heritage 		
Contributions from schools 		
Grant - Condition Féminine du Canada 		
Benefit events		
Other contributions and donations 		
Grant - Ministère de l’immigration, de la diversité et de l’inclusion 		
Grant - Ville de Montréal 		
Grant - Ministère de la Justice 		
Grant - Secrétariat Jeunesse 		
Other products 		
Interest income 		
Grant - Ministère des affaires Autochtones 		
Grant - Ministère de l’Éducation, du Loisir et du Sport 		
Grant - Ministère de l’emploi		

177,687
$
168,615		
137,327		
106,600 		
43,590 		
42,150 		
30,000		
25,000 		
20,000 		
20,000 		
4,775 		
649		
0		
0		
0		

$ 776,393

186,983
0
129,367
81,200
165,694
10,724
0
25,000
0
0
3,883
658
5,000
20,000
1,350

$ 629,859

Expenses		2017		2016
Caravans activities 		
Salaries and fringe benefits		
Rent 		
Professional fees 		
Office expenses 		
Computer fees		
Evening awards and fund-raising cocktail 		
Insurance and taxes		
Telecommunications 		
Bank fees 		
Amortization of capital assets		

508,493 		
154,769 		
31,333 		
16,180 		
14,802 		
11,569 		
11,147 		
8,724 		
4,200 		
3,709 		
2,024 		

$ 766,950
Excess of revenues over expenses		
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323,765
180,205
32,623
14,610
10,733
10,824
33,093
8,467
3,735
4,456
2,685

$ 625,196

9,443		

4,663
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Balance sheet
June 30, 2017

Assets		 2016		2015
CURRENT
Cash
$
Temporary investment at variable rate 		
Accounts receivable 		
Grants		
Prepaid expenses 		

231,095
$ 219,613
87,023 		 86,374
43,730 		
28,351
23,551 		
5,000
9,783 		
8,354

$ 395,182
CAPITAL ASSETS

$ 347,692

5,158 		
$ 400,340

2,424

$ 350,116

Liabilities		 2016		2015
CURRENT
Accounts payable
$
Deferred contributions 		

20,278
$
87,250		

$ 107,528

17,447
49,300

$ 66,747

Net assets		

2016		 2015

UNRESTRICTED		

292,812 		

$ 400,340

283,369

$ 350,116

On behalf of the Board,

Sébastien Barangé, Chairman of the Board
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STUDENTS

COMMENTS

Anti-bullying Caravan (9 to 11 year olds)
Students:
“I learned that it doesn’t matter if you are younger than the bully you can still do something like stand up for yourself
or ask for help. Other people who aren’t involved can still make a big difference in a victim’s life.”
“J’ai appris que tout le monde est égal et mérite d’être accueilli.”
Teachers:
“La pertinence des ateliers présentés avec des outils parlant. Le dynamisme des intervenants a rendu vivante la
présentation et a permis aux élèves de s’impliquer au mieux. Ateliers et intervenants d’une grande richesse.”
“The workshops were interactive and very engaging! The topics were relevant. I have the opportunity to see specific
students shine in a different setting. Also, I became more aware of the needs of the class.”
“Excellente animation. Très bons thèmes, très appropriés pour nos élèves.”

Violence and Bullying at School Caravan (12 to 14 year olds)
Students:
“Je retiens de ne pas juger selon la première impression et selon les étiquettes. J’ai aimé l’atelier, car les animateurs
sont très dynamiques et ils savent répondre à nos questions.”
“I learned more about different types of violence and how they can affect people and how to react with empathy.”
Teachers:
“Encore cette année, j’ai beaucoup apprécié l’activité. Vous êtes doués pour ramener les élèves au sujet et pour
répondre peu importe ce qu’ils amènent comme direction. À l’an prochain, j’espère !? ”
“Really great presentation, a lot of the examples used were relatable to the students. Very engaging presentation.”

Tolerance Caravan (15 to 17 year olds)
Students:
“ Je trouve que vous avez vraiment une bonne dynamique. Les activités étaient intéressantes et j’ai réalisé à quel
point on vit des moments d’inégalité dans la vie de tous les jours.”
“This workshop helped me better understand the obstacles that minorities have to overcome.”
“J’ai beaucoup aimé l’atelier, parce qu’elle explique les injustices et aussi comment les combattre.”
“Je me pose beaucoup de questions sur ma sexualité et ce depuis longtemps. Je ne suis pas encore sûr à quoi je
veux m’identifier. Merci pour l’atelier, cela m’a aidé. J’espère qu’un jour je pourrai dire que je suis libre.”
Teachers:
“Excellente connaissance du sujet, aptitude oratoire digne d’être des super-enseignants, très bonne gestion
pédagogique du groupe avec sens de l’humour ce qui soulève l’attention des élèves et une ambiance agréable.”
“These are relevant subjects for my students, contemporary and important issues affecting their everyday lives.”
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